
In the sinking daylight, the ringlets of sax seem to spit across the other side of the room as 
percussion skitters against the wood grains. You begin to find yourself laying prone in the 
middle of the intractable conversation between rat shit scabble and sudden orange blooms of 
sunlight. Seijiro Murayama and Jean-Luc Guionnet’s music exists with no prior need. It 
proceeds without any acknowledgement of its audience. It lacks the aural head-tilts or the 
showy gesture. In its very lack of recognizable syntax, the music breathes of its own volition. 
And thank Jesus it’s up to you to figure your own way through it, to chart its choked aloofness. 
The gulfs of silence that brim between the pockets of their activity are unforced, unhurried -- but 
rife with a tension. A repeated honk in the dark and a rebuttal of near-inaudible striations -- if it’s 
not non-existence they’re after then it’s a subtle symbiosis embroidered in obscurity. 
I’m hesitant to say that this is music for everyone. This is most certainly not music that functions 
as an appeal. What it lacks in dynamics, it makes up for in a subtle strain of the wait. Of that 
long desire that manifests itself in sleepless nights, in your secret implosion in the passenger 
seat of a moving car. 
I mark time with cups of coffee as I listen. I move my hand against the coffee table in long 
strokes,  probing scratches, patches of dulled enamel, crumbs collecting between my ring and 
finger; Murayama punctuates a rife silence, his percussion charting out space with a stubborn 
tattoo or a goading slink. Don’t get me wrong, there is no pay off, no climax, no passionate 
release. You leave the music with hat still in hand. Window dressing? I hear no concealment 
here; if they’re hiding at all, it’s in plain sight. The hermetic language they drawl becomes so 
contorted that you find yourself hanging on every misheard word. All flaws seem readily 
apparent, lingered over, and presented with little accord. It’s an album as bare as this table, as 
bitter as this cooling coffee, undeniably appealing in its way; although I’m slightly masochistic. I 
enjoy frustration. I enjoy the work. And this is certainly work. 
Tanner Servoss l Tokafi l Fe 

 

 

 

Place this music somewhere on the sliding scale between older school improvisation and 
electroacoustic improvisation. Four tracks of about an hour's worth of minimal sound exploration 
from Guionnet on alto sax and Murayama on percussion, with lots of metallic popping from the 
horn while all manner of rubbing and scratching sounds issue from the drums, with occasional 
punctuation from struck membranes. On a previous recording with another saxophonist, Axiom 
For The Duration with Stéphane Rives, the modus was high frequency/long duration. Here it is 
most decidedly other, with longish periods of near-silence poked through with splintered 
rhythms and small notes or short phrases from the sax. 
At about the 8-minute mark during the opening track, Procédé, Guionnet lets loose with a long 
LOUD held note while Muraryama burbles and pangs underneath. After that, things quiet back 
down for the most part. Murayama is prone to circular rubbings occasionally shot with 
drum-head snaps, gradually changing the texture from papery to grainy. His sounds are 
intriguing and well placed, often conjuring up insectile memories, while Guionnet worries a trill or 
shortens, then lengthens a repeated phrase. Later on in the long first track there is a bit of quick 
interaction, which gives way to a return to small sounds punctuating silence. When he lets loose 

http://www.tokafi.com/news/muruyamaguionnet-window-dressing-muruyamarives-axi/


with the quick-quick, Guionnet's tone is sharp, a blade chopping notes. His held tones sound 
almost electronic at times. On Processus Murayama offers wind, fire and water sounds, which 
move around inside the stereo spectrum. 
On headphones or at higher volumes there are some quiet details that may otherwise escape 
notice: soft movements that may or may not have been deliberate. It makes one wonder 
whether the title refers to physical objects, or the act of decorating a store window. Or a window 
itself. 
Jeph Jerman l The Squid's Ear l March 2012 

       

 

    Percussionist Seijiro Murayama has traveled a diverse musical path, from sonic onslaughts 

with Keiji Haino and K.K. Null to his recent spare sonic explorations with Michel Doneda and 

Lionel Marchetti. His two recent duo releases with like-minded reed-players provide a salient 

viewof the areas he is now exploring. 

French saxophonist Jean-Luc Guionnet needs little introduction, given his work with Hubbub 

and Ames Room and collaborations with Toshi Nakamura, Eric La Casa, and Dan Warburton. 

Window Dressing is a study in micro-controlled gestures and timbres: reed pops, sputtered 

overtones, and pinched harmonics parry with scraped drum heads, hissing brushes, muted 

snare sizzle, and surgically precise taps and choked rolls. The two use space and silence, 

building tension and then breaking things with pregnant pauses. Overthe course of a 30-minute 

piece and three shorter pieces, what could sound stultifying in lesser hands instead develops an 

enormous sense of purposefulness. The two synch together so closely that the improvisations 

sound at times almost composed. 

Michael Rosenstein l Signal To Noise l October 2012 

 

Practically unknown except in his adopted country of France – and likely in his native Japan – 
Seijiro Murayama is a remarkable drummer whose percussion prestidigitation is usually 
conjured using brushes, sticks, contact microphones, a single snare drum and one cymbal. As 
these exceptional discs demonstrate, in spite of operating on a microtonal playing field with 
equal absorption in the qualities of silence and intonation, the results are mesmerizing. More 
specifically neither CD sounds remotely like the other, although a saxophonist is his partner on 
each. 

Concerned with interdisciplinary links among sound, dance, painting, literature and other arts, 
Nagasaki-born Murayama initially played in noise-rock bands such as Fushitsusha and A.N.P. 

http://www.squidsear.com/cgi-bin/news/newsView.cgi?newsID=1425


Today however his improvisations are often in the company of guitarist Taku Unami, synthesizer 
player Uta Kawasaki or trombonist Thierry Madiot. A similar autodidact and multi-disciplinarian, 
Paris-based alto saxophonist Jean-Luc Guionnet composes electronic pieces, plays church 
organs and is a member of the bands Hubbub and The Ames Room. 

Murayama’s rhythmic strategy with Rives is based on multifaceted responses to frequently 
recurring straight lines. In contrast, while harmony also doesn’t concern Guionnet and 
Murayama on the one extended and three shorter pieces that make up Window Dressing, the 
alto saxophonist expels a series of reed variations that throw the percussionist off base. More 
than half-an-hour of improvising Procédé is the defining track. As the drummer advances the 
duet with paradiddles and shuffles, the saxophone tone undulates from faint reed buzzing to a 
kazoo-like bray. In round robin-formation each musician takes sequential turns producing 
solipsistic tones. More tonally flexible than Rives, Guionnet’s playing encompasses multiphionic 
harmonies, reed-biting smears and nasal juddering. His tongue slaps are balanced by 
Murayama’s brushes doing a delicate sand dance on the drum top, with the finale divided 
between Guionnet’s distant spetrofluctuation plus full force drags, flams and ruffs from the 
drummer. 

Other tracks such as Procession and Procès promote the same mixture of gentle and brutal 
actions divided among tones ranging from near-silent to stentorian. Along the way Guionnet 
blows air through his horn without touching the keys, exposes tongue pops and lip-pinched 
vibrations while Murayama rattles sides and scours the drum top. A final track, Procès balances 
duck-like cries plus staccato reed peeps from the saxophone with rolling drags and wisps from 
the drummer. Lastly what sounds like a rubber ball bouncing on drum skin mixed with 
continuous tongue fluttering from the reedist paradoxically suggest both a conclusion plus a 
willingness to start all over again. 

Unjustly unknown internationally – like too many French improvisers – these CDs should 
introduce a wider audience to Murayama’s inventive percussion power. Both Axiom for the 
Duration and Window Dressing are worthy of aural exploration, although Guionnet does have an 
edge over Rives when it comes to perceptive duetting with the drummer. 

Ken Waxman l JazzWord l March 2012 

 

 

In the 1980s, Seijiro Murayama drummed with Fushitsusha and Absolut Null Punkt. If heaviness 
was his goal, he started out on the top floor. In the 2000s, he’s chosen a new path, appearing 
mostly with European improvisers and sound artists like Lionel Marchetti and Eric Cordier. 
When he toured the US last year with just a snare drum and a few hand-held instruments, 
Murayama’s objective was to raise the hairs on the back of your neck using the sparest of 
gestures. 

http://www.jazzword.com/review/127734


Despite the apparent similarity of their instrumental line-ups, that economy of means and 
seriousness of purpose are all that unite Window Dressing and Axiom for the Duration. Each is 
a duet with a French saxophonist, but they sound completely different. For most of the former 
record, Jean-Luc Guionnet uses his alto saxophone to generate short pops and barely 
perceptible hums separated by canyons of quiet. Murayama’s playing is just as spare; a beat 
here, a whoosh of brush against skin there. Every sound he makes feels like a moment of high 
drama, and when Guionnet finally breaks into a series of arcing high notes and longer 
exhalations on Procession after 42 minutes have passed, it’s a shattering surprise. Trying to 
grasp the shape of this stuff is a bit like an advanced class in mindfulness; it’s no small task to 
hold so much empty space in your head. It might be more rewarding to simply deal with each 
moment as it comes. 

Bill Meyer l Dusted Magazine l November 2011 

 

Jean-Luc Guionnet is one of the most interesting French improvisers alive today, and even if 
you don’t enjoy his music I find it’s always good to engage with the vague dilemmas he seems 
to be setting forth in his musical conundrums. On Window Dressing, here he be armed with the 
alto saxophone and playing against the percussion of Seijiro Murayama, with the cover adorned 
with photos of a statue which suggests their musical encounter wasn’t far apart from a 
homo-erotic wrestling match. Unfortunately this record to me feels as cold and static as the 
marble of that statue. The first long piece (31 minutes) was recorded for the National Radio of 
Slovenia, and it’s an infuriatingly frustrating instance of musical information being drip-fed to us 
in vague, hesitant bursts – subsist as best you can on a small puff of saxophone here, a 
half-completed drum-roll there, in an interminable sequence where almost every spoken 
utterance is smothered and strangled at birth. Guionnet produces only tiny quantities of sounds 
that might be deemed musical; most of what we hear is languid breathing effects. Murayama 
exhibits similar restraint, and delivers himself of desultory paradiddles as though a soldier were 
holding a gun to his head. Even less musical meat to be gnawed from the bone on the three 
remaining pieces of extremist minimalist improv, but what’s of interest here is that they asked 
Éric La Casa (frequent collaborator with Jean-Luc and himself an accomplished composer of no 
small mien) to record them in a particular way. My French translation isn’t quite up to the task of 
understanding it, but it seems to me that Eric was using a roving microphone set-up and 
“digging into the space and tension of the duo”. Sounds like a fairly fluid set-up that allowed him 
to move around without let or hindrance and thusly capture every nuance of the performances, 
transforming the implied two-man orgy into a three-way situation that promises plenty of juicy 
action. Musically, it isn’t quite as exciting as that, but this remains an assured performance of 
quiet improv which borders on the mystical-mesmerising, documented in sharp detail. 

Ed Pinsent l The Sound Projector l November 2011 

 

http://www.dustedmagazine.com/reviews/6792
http://www.thesoundprojector.com/2011/11/05/pax-et-bonum/


Guionnet has made something of a habit of skirting categorical boundaries, as likely to engage 
in pipe organ drones as free jazz extravaganzas as eai as Chamy-ized performance. Here, he 
and Murayama seek to wring more out of what I hear as the nether reaches of efi, kind of the 
area you may have expected Butcher and Prevost to explore a decade or so ago, This isn't to 
cast it as a recherche event; I get the feeling Guionnet is very conscious of this "re-mining" of 
certain approaches and I choose to listen to it that way, allowing more latitude than I otherwise 
might, always acknowledging that there may still be lodes hitherto unexposed. Not that I'm often 
sold on the venture. When Guionnet erupts in plosives, guttural, Mitchell-esque drones or a 
flurry of squeaks, it's next to impossible not to hear their lineage. On the other hand, the 
placement of these sounds within the generally gentle framework provided by Murayama (often 
using brushes or the like) can be quite attractive and thoughtful, setting up a certain tension in 
this listener's head that alternates between aggravating (in the sense of wondering why they 
bother) and itchily delicious when, on their own terms, they succeed. Is it too easy to say, "Ah, 
here's the Evan Parker section."? I don't know, I'm sure Guionnet has other thing on his mind 
but there no way anyone doesn't register Parker from time to time (or Butcher elsewhere). 
Murayama as well, though perhaps less overtly, operates out of a similar context; I find his 
contributions less problematic but maybe I'm over-reaching when I think I pick up references to 
Butoh at the conclusion of the first 30 minute plus track, isolated strikes sounds that are very 
moving. 

The second track concentrates on rushing air sounds from Guionnet, brushed ones from 
Murayama, a bit more into early century eai (! :-) ) but with a undertone, to these ears, of free 
jazz; it's not too hard to imagine Roscoe Mitchell getting to this point. Again, not a deep 
criticism, just curious about the whys involved. More, harsher airborne rasps in the third then 
back to a more "traditional" interplay for the final cut, Murayama again peppering the affair with 
lovely, heavy blows mixed with whooshing scrapes. As before, I hem and haw; it's very well 
played, well imagined. Had it been on a Butcher solo outing from 2002, I would have been 
wowed. Should I still be so? Not sure...in any case, listeners without my qualms should find 
much to enjoy. 

Brian Olewnick l Just Outside l October 2011 

 

How is it that two musicians can play their instruments (alto sax and percussion) in a relatively 
‘normal’ manner, blowing through the reed, striking a drum, without much in the way of 
extended technique, and yet still produce a CD that sounds thoroughly original, refreshingly 
unusual at the same time? Window Dressing, the second duo release by Jean-Luc Guionnet 
and Seijiro Murayama achieves just this, while also answering many of the questions about 
where improvisation might go after the end of reductionism at the same time. Big statements to 
make then, but this is a duo I have enjoyed following a great deal of late, two musicians very 
much in tune with one another’s thinking, and gradually developing a form of music that hints at 
so many of things and yet sounds like nothing else I can think of. 

http://olewnick.blogspot.com/2011/10/jean-luc-guionnetseijiro-murayama.html


The music that spans these four pieces, the first a radio broadcast recording from Slovenia, the 
last three studio recordings made by Eric La Casa in Paris, is on first hearing sparse, quiet and 
simplistic. Across the album we hear slow, gradually evolving pieces, tightly defined yet full of 
silence, mostly made up of small, often repeated sounds from each of the duo, Guionnet moving 
from soft tones and rasping held notes to little pops and clicks, with Murayama mixing sharp 
little strikes at a snare drum, rhythmic, often circular textural patterns and repetitive, clockwork, 
almost click tracks of struck or rubbed percussion. There is a discrete, almost matter-of-factness 
about the playing, with much of it actually sounding composed rather than improvised (the duo 
refer to their music together as compositions, though on the occasions I have seen them live 
there never appears to be anything written down) Often each musician seems to set about 
making a series of similar sounds irrespective of what the other may, or may not be doing. At 
times modern, Wandelweiser-esque composition is evoked, with Murayama holding a steady 
patter of identical drum strikes or Guionnet letting a single note last for a period of time, 
sounding as if they are not reacting to one another, but merely placing sounds into specified 
time slots, but this isn’t the case, and this music is improvised, just in an unusual, simple and yet 
somehow right-angled manner. There is no sense of call-and-response and no feeling of 
urgency, with the simply played sounds just placed and left with seemingly great confidence- the 
two musicians having played together very often for many months having lived together in the 
same apartment for a period of time. The music they have gradually developed together seems 
to reference the American composition of Feldman, Brown, Tenney, but also the to-and-’fro of 
eighties and early nineties European improv, but all slowed right down and with extended, tense 
space inserted between events and the occasional surprise, such as the strong, searing sax 
lines that Guionnet lets fly with every so often. 

This is clearly very thoughtful music indeed, a kind of study of the spaces between sounds as 
much as it is about the sounds themselves. Perhaps a cliché, but I am reminded of classical 
Japanese calligraphy, beautifully crafted, clearly picked out black characters placed beside each 
other against a white canvas, the beauty of the text  to someone that cannot read the letterforms 
coming from the way the intricate, yet confidently picked out characters create white shapes 
between them, the neatly brushed letters spaced evenly apart but with new intricate forms 
appearing in the spaces between them. Although the sensation is always of quiet and calmness, 
in places the sounds are actually quite loud, particularly coming from Guionnet here and there, 
so reductionism is in place as sounds are held back and white space is given a key role, but the 
actually sounds themselves portray a real musicality and sensuality- Guionnet and Murayama 
paint in broad strokes rather than tiny scratches but still nothing is wasted here and sounds only 
appear when they need to. Window Dressing is an intense listen then, often an exercise in 
listener stamina as the patterns of this music sit continually in position, never hurrying, never 
about to explode into instrumental pyrotechnics, but exuding a simple, almost hypnotic beauty 
and a remarkable use of space quite unlike anything present in much else of what makes it onto 
CD these days. Lovely stuff all round, released on Potlatch. 

Richard Pinnell l The Watchful Ear l September 2011 

http://www.thewatchfulear.com/?p=5912#more-5912


 

Back in 2007 Potlatch released Propagations by Marc Baron, Bertrand Denzler, Jean-Luc 
Guionnet and Stéphane Rives, a saxophone quartet unlike any other, and subsequent releases 
on the label have focused on individual explorations by the members of the quartet. These two 
new outings, following hot on the heels of Tenor by Denzler, continue that trend, and mark the 
Potlatch debut of Paris-based Japanese percussionist Seijiro Murayama. 

Guionnet and Murayama have collaborated regularly since their duo album Le Bruit du Toit 
(Xing-Wu) in 2007. Window Dressing consists of four tracks, the longest recorded live in 
Ljubljana in June 2010 and the others in Paris in December 2010. Murayama is an economical 
percussionist, favouring a spectrum of subtle, delicate scraping and rubbing sounds which act 
as coloration without being the focus of attention. He employs an extensive and well-calibrated 
range of techniques in response to Guionnet's sustained notes and truncated staccatos. The 
Ljubljana track, Procédé, at 31 minutes, allows both players scope to display their full repertoire. 
When the saxophonist unleashes a sustained clarion blast with a harsh edge, Murayama 
responds with a series of rolls which only fade away when the Guionnet moves down a gear. 
His sustained notes attract scrapings of various surfaces interspersed with occasional snare 
hits. In contrast, on the shortest track, Processus, both players are restrained throughout, the 
saxophone's swelling tones and the sound of breath through tubes totally compatible with 
Murayama's white-noise friction. One wonders whether the album cover, a photograph by 
Guionnet of a sculpture of two bodies seemingly locked in combat is appropriate to such 
agreeable music. 

John Eyles l Paris Transatlantic l September 2011 

These recordings by the duo of Guionnet on alto sax and Murayama on percussion, made at 
Radio Slovenija and in Paris in 2010, offer no-frills Noise and sound art, focusing on duration, 
not rhythm, textures rather than tones. Nearly half of the31 minute Procédé is silences, while 
much of the rest is stentorian blasts on saxophone. Processus is a masterly synthesis of 
gravelly percussion and toneless sax sounds. Performing, and listening to, such gruelling, rather 
inhuman material requires commitment. I'm reminded of the consultant's reply, years ago, when 
I'd asked if having a barium enema was unpleasant. "Well, I wouldn't do it for a hobby." 

Andy Hamilton l Wire l October 2011 

 

 

Two new releases on Potlatch, a French shelter for improvisation, and both of them include 
Seijiro Murayama on percussion, twice in duet with a saxophone: the soprano of Stéphane 
Rives and alto of Jean-Luc Guionnet. That is about the only two things that are similar here on 
these two discs. 

http://www.paristransatlantic.com/magazine/monthly2011/09sep_text.html#9


However, 'extreme' is a word that can easily be applied here, but then one from a totally 
different perspective. If the other one is 'loud', then this one is 'quiet' - here sparseness is what it 
is all about. I could almost talk about this in the very same words: "This is - literally - very strong 
music, an endurance test, for the players no doubt, but also for the listener. Clocking at 
fifty-some minutes, this is CD can't be played without full attention." Except there is a no 
continuity in the music, but rather many loose, fragmented sounds, and sometimes making 
sustaining events, but then these appear to be rather 'soft'. I must admit that playing both CDs in 
a row is quite a lot to ask for, while each album individual has a great quality by itself - and its 
tempting to play both at the same time and create a multi-mix out of them together. 

Frans de Waard l Vital Weekly l August 2011 
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